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1 Introduction

The recent years saw crucial progress in the construction of theories of gravity in interaction

with one or more massive spin-2 particles. After a long quest, started with the seminal

paper of Fierz and Pauli [1], key results were obtained for a single, self-interacting massive

graviton in a non-dynamical background in [2, 3] and [4], while subsequent investigations

led to the current formulation of multimetric theories, where the massless graviton itself

takes part in the dynamics and more than one massive graviton may be present. These

results were first found in the metric formulation of gravity [5–7] and later extended to the

vielbein case in [8]. (See also [9] for an earlier proposal.)

Altogether, these works provide an extended completion of the original Fierz-Pauli

program [1], showing in particular the existence of classes of theories devoid of the patho-

logical Boulware-Deser ghost [10], long believed to be unavoidable in any deformation of

gravity by means of non-derivative potentials. For reviews and more complete historical

accounts see e.g. [11–13]. For a critical perspective see [14].

The goal of this work is to investigate the N = 1 supersymmetric extensions of multi-

metric gravities. To this purpose we shall rely on their vielbein formulation [8, 9]. Together
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with the standard gravitational self-interaction terms for each of the frame fields considered,

the construction relies on the inclusion of additional self- and cross-interactions encoded in

the potential
N∑

I1...ID=1

T I1...ID
∫
εa1...aD e

a1
I1 ∧ . . . ∧ eaD ID , (1.1)

and the main challenge is finding its proper supersymmetric completion. To this end we

exploit the powerful calculus provided by integral forms in superspace, as we are now going

to illustrate.

In order to supersymmetrize the potential in (1.1), we would like to promote the viel-

beins eaI (x) to the corresponding supervielbeins EaI (x, θ). Unfortunately, the reparam-

etrization invariance and the properties of the geometrical approach used for writing (1.1)

cannot be employed in the same way. Nonetheless, the integral form formalism provides

the correct generalization. As we detail in the text, for a supermanifold the integration of

differential forms is superseded by the integral of an integral form. This is essentially due

to the fact that the fermionic one-forms (such as the fermionic components of the super-

vielbeins EαI) behave effectively as commuting variables. Therefore, a suitable measure

is needed to have convergent integrals. A simple and very convenient way to achieve this

goal is to introduce the Dirac delta functions δ(EαI). The properties of the integral forms

and their integration are explained in a series of papers [15–17].

Exploiting this formalism we are able to provide N = 1 supersymmetric extensions of

the interaction potential (1.1) with an arbitrary number of vielbeins. The main results of

our work are thus encoded in the corresponding expressions (4.13), (5.5), (6.7) and (7.6)

for D = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, leading to a full action principle for the corresponding

super-multigravity theories. To the purpose of illustration, we report here the form of the

three-dimensional supersymmetric potential

N∑
I1I2I3I4I5=1

λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5)

∫
EaI1 ∧ EbI2 ∧ EcI3εcba δ (EαI4) ∧ δ (EβI5) εβα , (1.2)

essentially encoding the main features of our proposal. Here brackets in the coefficients

λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5) are meant to indicate that the two groups of indices are separately symmet-

ric. Massive supergravity models have been previously considered from several different

pespectives, see e.g. [18–28]. To the best of our knowledge, the supersymmetrization of the

multimetric gravity theories of [6, 8] was not explored so far.

The full superspace technique is imported in the present framework and therefore, to

single out the physical degrees of freedom, one has to impose some additional constraints.

Those are known as conventional constraints and serve to express the spin connection

(which has become a superfield with a vectorial and a spinorial component) in terms of the

supervielbein, and the vectorial part of the supervielbein in terms of its spinorial part. Let

us stress that usually the physical degrees of freedom are identified by choosing a gauge,

fixing the superfield gauge symmetries. In the present context however, in analogy with

the purely bosonic case, the gauge symmetry is broken to a common diagonal supergroup
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of diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations. Therefore, only for a single combi-

nation of superfields a suitable gauge can be imposed. This fact renders the component

expansion of the interactions more involved in the present context than in the standard

supergravity case where one can work from the beginning in the well-known Wess-Zumino

gauge. In particular, in order to properly analyse the spectrum, additional conditions have

to be found as a consequence of the equations of motion.

Indeed, as for the bosonic case, the Bianchi identities satisfied by the kinetic terms

still enforce a number of on-shell constraints. The latter, in conjunction with the residual,

diagonal gauge symmetries, should ensure the propagation of the proper supersymmetric

multiplets containing in particular the bosonic degrees of freedom of the corresponding

multimetric theory. However, in the multi-vielbein formulation of [8] whenever there are

more than two different vielbein fields, the coupling coefficients T I1...ID are to be subject

to specific restrictions — that we recall in section 2 — in order to guarantee against the

appearance of the Boulware-Deser ghost [29]. Thus, in our framework, a similar analysis

would be required to clarify the need for possible conditions to be imposed on the super-

couplings of our potentials, like the λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5) of (1.2) for the three-dimensional case.

We postpone to future work both a detailed analysis of this issue and the related task of

performing a full component expansion of our potentials.

Concerning the possible space-time background vacua for our models, let us observe

that our construction works whether or not the “cosmological constant” terms, i.e. contri-

butions in the potential (1.1) only involving a single frame field, are included. However,

already in the purely bosonic case, in general,1 it is not easy to get an actual clue over

the metric structure of the space-time hosting the dynamics. In this sense it is not easy

for us to declare which kind of space-time vacua are admitted by our supergravity models

coupled to spin-2 matter multiplets.

Multimetric gravities provide a new mechanism for mass generation in theories ruled by

a local symmetry. In our opinion, it is well possible that there may be more general lessons

in store to unravel than those already under scrutiny for the case where solely spin-two

fields are considered. The multimetric supergravities here constructed are meant as a first

step in this direction. In the same spirit, as a further move towards the implementation

of the same set of ideas in other contexts, here we also construct the supersymmetric

extensions of multi-Maxwell theories in D = 3, 4.

The paper is organised as follows: sections 2 and 3 contain review material providing

the background for our construction. In particular in section 2 we briefly review the

basic features of multimetric gravities in the vielbein formulation that are needed for the

ensuing discussion, while section 3 contains a more detailed synopsis of the superspace

formulation of supergravities and of the calculus exploiting integral forms. In section 4

we discuss our first class of models, the one-dimensional N = 1 multimetric theories, with

the pedagogical aim of allowing the reader to get some familiarity with our techniques,

in the simplest possible scenario. Sections 5 and 6 contain a detailed presentation of our

models for the cases of D = 2 and D = 3, respectively, while in section 7 we present our

1Besides special situations, like e.g. the case of proportional backgrounds.
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supersymmetric action in D = 4. Further comments are provided in the Outlook. In the

appendix we propose a self-contained discussion of supersymmetric multi-Maxwell theories

in D = 3, 4 which may be interesting in itself while also providing a nice testing grounds

for our formalism in a simpler, yet non-trivial, context.

2 Multimetric gravity

In this work we consider the supersymmetric extension of multimetric theories of gravity [6],

focusing on their vielbein formulation [8]. In this section we recall only the essential features

of the latter that are instrumental for our construction.

The action in D space-time dimensions involves in general N different one-form frame

fields eaI := (eI)
a
µdx

µ, where I = 1, . . . , N , and takes the following form:

S [e1, . . . , eN ] =
N∑
I=1

∫
εa1...aD e

a1
I ∧ . . . ∧ eaD−2

I R
aD−1aD
I

+

N∑
I1...ID=1

T I1...ID
∫
εa1...aD e

a1
I1 ∧ . . . ∧ eaD ID .

(2.1)

Besides the Einstein-Cartan terms for each vielbein, additional non-derivative self- and

cross-interactions are present, whose couplings are parametrised in terms of the symmetric

tensor T I1...ID . Consistency of the construction requires to enforce a constraint on the

products of any two different vielbeins. Denoting them by eaµ and f bν one finds that the

following symmetry condition is required (see [30] for a related discussion):

ηab e
a
µ f

b
ν = ηab e

a
ν f

b
µ . (2.2)

In the action (2.1) almost all the local symmetries of the individual Einstein-Cartan terms

are broken, but for a single set of “diagonal” diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz trans-

formations acting simultaneously on all the vielbeins. We will be interested in the cases

of arbitrary N and D ≤ 4. Enforcing the symmetricity condition (2.2) represents one of

the delicate points of the construction and allows to further restrict the class of allowed

potentials.

Indeed, further requirements are to be imposed on the coupling tensor T I1...ID so as

to avoid the appearance of ghosts [29, 31, 32]. In particular, whenever N ≥ 3 no more

than two different vielbeins may appear simultaneously in the same vertex, while chains

of vertices that connect different vielbeins so as to close a loop are also to be excluded.

For instance for N = 3 in D = 2 it would be inconsistent to have a sum of vertices of the

schematic form

T 1 2 e1 ∧ e2 + T 2 3 e2 ∧ e3 + T 3 1 e3 ∧ e1 . (2.3)

Under these conditions one can show that the spectrum of the action (2.1) comprises the

degrees of freedom of one massless spin-2 particle together with N − 1 massive spin-2

particles [8, 29].
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3 Elements of supergravity in superspace

3.1 Superspace supergravity

We briefly recall some basic ingredients of supergravity in superspace. There are several

well-known books [33–36], reviews [37] and papers (e.g. [38–40] for the particular case of

D = 3) on the subject and we shall not try to be exhaustive. We just list some basic

formulae and explain their properties in order to be self-contained. We shall use the

mostly plus signature for the space-time metric and implement the NW-SE convention for

fermionic index contractions.

Given a supermanfold (see for example [15] and references therein) SM(n|p) (where

n is the bosonic dimension of the body manifold and p is the dimension of the fermionic

soul manifold), we parametrize any local patch with a system of (superspace) coordinates

denoted by ZM = (xm, θµ). The indices m = 1, . . . , n and µ = 1, . . . , p are the curved

indices, we call them collectively M,N, . . . . We denote by latin and greek letters from the

first half of the alphabet, a, b, c, . . . and α, β, γ, . . . , the flat indices; cumulatively, we denote

them A,B,C, . . . . On the flat tangent space we introduce the block-diagonal flat metric

GAB = (ηab, ωαβ) where ηab = ηba while ωαβ = −ωβα is a symplectic two-form.

We define the supervielbein and the supercovariant derivative as

EA = dZM EM
A, ∇A = EA

M∂M + ΦAgMg , (3.1)

where Mg’s are the Lorenz generators in a suitable representation g and ΦAg is the 1-

superform connection. For example, for a given vector VA = (Va, Vα) we have

∇AVa = EA
MDMVa + Φ b

Aa Vb , ∇AVα = EA
MDMVα + Φ β

Aα Vβ , (3.2)

with Φ β
Aα = 1

4 (γab) β
α ΦA[ab] relating the Spin(n) with SO(n). DM is the superderivative

for M = µ and the ordinary derivative if M = m.

All matrix elements of EA
M are superfields. The components of the supervielbein

Ea
M with vector tangent-index a are expressed in terms of the spinorial part Eα

M by

imposing that {∇α,∇β} = 2i∇αβ (a two-symmetric index notation stands also for a 3D

vector because of Vαβ = γaαβVa) and we get

Eαβ
M = E(α

NDNEβ)
M + E(α

µEβ)
νδM(µν) + 2Φ γ

(αβ)Eγ
M , (3.3)

where we denoted by [ab] the anti-symmetrization of the indices, while (αβ) their sym-

metrization, both with weight one. The symbol δM(µν) stands for a Kronecker delta which is

zero when M is a spinorial index and equal to the gamma matrix γaαβ when M is a vectorial

index, such that δM(µν) = δαβµν = 1
2(δαµδ

β
ν + δαν δ

β
µ).

In addition, the superdiffeomorphisms and the Lorentz transformations act on the

supervielbeins as

δE M
A = E N

A DNK
M −KNDNE

M
A − E N

A KPT M
PN −K B

A E M
B . (3.4)

The parameters KM and K B
A are superfields, and K β

α = 1
4 (γab)

β
α Kab, K b

α = 0 = K β
a .

In the context of conventional supergravity using the gauge symmetries one can fix the
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different components of the vielbein to display the physical fields. A very useful gauge

fixing is the well-known Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge which is not supersymmetric invariant,

but clearly shows the physical content of the theory. However, as will be seen later, in our

context we cannot impose the WZ gauge for all supervielbeins.

For our purposes, it is better to use a dual formulation in terms of supervielbeins and

superforms. To that end, we notice that the dual of EA
M is defined as

EA = dZM EM
A, EB

MEM
A = δAB , EM

AEA
N = δNM , (3.5)

and the supergravity transformations read

δEA = EB LB
A +∇LA, δωB

A = dLB
A + ωB

CLC
A − LBCωCA, (3.6)

where ωB
A =

( ωba 0
0 ωβ

α

)
is the spin connection related to ΦAg as follows from ωb

a = ECΦC,b
a

and with ωβ
α = 1

4(γab)β
αΦ[ab]. In terms of EA and ωB

A, one can construct the torsion and

the curvature in the usual way:

TA = dEA + EB∧ ωBA =
1

2
EC∧ EB TBCA,

R a
b = dω a

b + ω c
b ∧ ω a

c =
1

2
EC∧ EDR a

DC,b . (3.7)

They satisfy the Bianchi identities

dTA + TB ∧ ωBA = EB ∧RBA, dR a
b +R c

b ∧ ω a
c − ω c

b ∧R a
c = 0 . (3.8)

The overall number of components contained in EA and ω a
b largely exceeds that of the

physical degrees of freedom. Therefore, it is convenient to impose constraints on some

components of TA and RB
A. They are known as conventional constraints (see for exam-

ple [33, 35]) and the solution of the Bianchi identities is fundamental to single out the

non-trivial components from the tensors defined in (3.7). In general, the conventional

constraints are not enough and some additional constraints have to be added in higher di-

mensions. For example in D = 4 the chiral structure of the theory has to be implemented

by suitable constraints on superfields (see for example the textbook [36] where a complete

discussion is given). A careful discussion in the D = 4 case for massive supergravities along

the line of the present work will be given elsewhere.

Once the Bianchi identities are solved, one finds the superdeterminant E = Sdet(EM
A)

and the action can be constructed as

S =

∫
SM

E L(TA, RB
A,Φ) , (3.9)

where the integral is performed over the coordinates of the superspace (xm, θµ). The La-

grangian L is a function of the gauge invariant combinations of the curvature, of the torsion

and of the matter fields Φ. In that form, it is difficult to generalize it to multigravity models

with different vielbeins, since one has to generalize the form of the superdeterminant in a

clever way. That guesswork can be avoided by rewriting the above action in a more geomet-

rical fashion, which we achieved exploiting integral forms and the corresponding calculus.

For the general theory we refer to [16, 17], here we just recall some basic ingredients.

– 6 –
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3.2 Integral forms

Given the supermanifold SM(n|p) (in the following just SM, for simplicity) with local

coordinates ZM = (xm, θµ) we consider its exterior bundle Ω•(SM) =
⊕

q Ω(q)(SM)

where Ω(q)(SM) are the spaces of the differential forms of a given degree q. We denote

by dZM = (dxm, dθµ) the fundamental 1-forms. In contrast with the bosonic construction

there is no upper bound for q, namely it does not exist a top form, and one can consider

forms of any degree

Ω•(SM) 3 ω(Z, dZ) =
n∑
r=0

∞∑
s=0

dxm1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmr ∧ dθµ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dθµs ω[m1...mr](µ1...µs) ,

(3.10)

where the coefficients ω[m1...mr](µ1...µs)(x
m, θµ) are functions on the supermanifold SM. As

for what concerns the functions of the fermionic coordinates θµ, they are easily expanded

in polynomial expressions and their coefficients are functions of xm only. The degree of the

form is r + s.

The conventional differential forms as in (3.10) are not suitable to provide an integra-

tion theory on supermanifolds. As has been pointed out by various authors [16, 17, 41–46],

the absence of a top form prevents a meaningful definition of the integration theory. This

can be easily seen by observing that dθµ1 ∧ dθµ2 = dθµ2 ∧ dθµ1 which implies that any

powers of dθα are admissible.

Nonetheless, we can adopt a different point of view. Instead of expanding a generic

form ω(Z, dZ) in dθ, we consider it as a distribution acting on a space of test functions of

dθα. In particular, we shall make use of compact-support distributions generated by the

Dirac delta functions δ(dθµ) and their derivatives.

By some simple properties of the Dirac delta functions one can easily establish

δ(dθα) ∧ δ(dθβ) = −δ(dθβ) ∧ δ(dθα) . (3.11)

Therefore, the product of the Dirac delta functions of all differentials dθµ, given by∏m
l=1 δ(dθ

αl), serves as a top form. Then, we can expand a generic form in terms of

the product of Dirac delta functions.

ω(Z, dZ) =

p∑
s=0

δ(dθµ1) ∧ · · · ∧ δ(dθµs)ω [µs...µ1] (Z, dZ) (3.12)

where the coefficients ω [µ1...µs](Z, dZ) are superforms. Of course, the coordinates dθµ that

might appear in the coefficients are only those which are independent of those contained the

Dirac delta functions, otherwise the expression vanishes. Forms of type (3.12) are denoted

as integral forms.

Then, we can define the integration in the supermanifold by picking the highest power

in the Dirac delta functions (in analogy with the Berezin integral for traditional forms)∫
Ω•(SM)

ω(Z, dZ) =

∫
SM

ε[m1...mn]ε[µ1...µp]ω[mn...m1][µp...µ1](x, θ) (3.13)

– 7 –
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where the integral over SM is the usual Riemann-Lebesgue integral over the coordinates

xm and Berezin integral over the coordinates θµ.

The integral forms are characterized by two degrees: the form degree and the picture

degree. This terminology is taken from String Theory where the integral forms are con-

structed using the Picture Changing Operators and the picture measures the number of

delta functions of the superghost δ(γ) (see for example [47]). The bridge between the two

languages was established some years ago by Belopolsky [48, 49] and recently Witten has

provided a complete dictionary [46, 51]. The first of the two degrees counts the usual form

degree, but with the proviso that we can also admit derivatives of Dirac delta functions

δβα δ′(dθα) ≡ ιαδ(dθβ) (where ια is the contraction with respect to the supervector field ∂α,

that is ια = ∂
∂dθα and no summation of like indices is implied. Note that ια is a commuting

differential operator ιαιβ = ιβια) and that effectively reduces the form degree by one unit.

The second degree counts the number of Dirac delta functions (independently, whether or

not they are differentiated). Notice that there is no limit on the number of derivatives on a

Dirac delta function, but there is a limit on the number of delta functions that corresponds

to p, i.e. to the dimension of the fermionic subspace of SM. The Cartan calculus can be

extended easily to this new set of forms, as explained in [48–50].

In the case of curved supermanifold the same construction applies by re-expressing the

one forms dxm and dθµ in terms of supervielbeins EM
A as follows

Eα = dxmEαm + dθµEαµ , (3.14)

Ea = dxmEam + dθµEaµ , (3.15)

where the coefficients Eαm, . . . , E
a
µ are functions of the supercoordinates Z.

With this new formalism, we can finally construct the actions in the same way as in

general relativity, namely using differential forms. In the present case, we have to integrate

integral forms of the type ω(n|p)(EA, TA, RB
A,Φ), expressed in terms of the supervielbeins,

torsion, curvature and matter fields Φ. They must have form degree n equal to the bosonic

dimension of the space and they must have picture number p equal to the fermionic di-

mension of the supermanifold. For example, for D = 3, N = 1 supergravity we need the

integral form ω(3|2), while for D = 4, N = 2, we need ω(4|8) and then the action is

S(n|p) =

∫
Ω•(SM)

ω(n|p)(EA, TA, RB
A,Φ) . (3.16)

For example the volume (cosmological constant) term in D = 3, N = 1 is given by the

integral top form∫
Ω•(SM)

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ecε cba δ(Eα)δ(Eβ) εβα =

∫
SM

Sdet(E) , (3.17)

where Sdet(E) is the super determinant of the supermatrix EM
A(Z). The r.h.s. is to be

understood as above. The integrand in the l.h.s. is the correct top form for the D = 3

supermanifold for unextended supersymmetry.

In terms of the integral forms, we automatically have invariance under super diffeo-

morphisms which contain also local supersymmetry transformations.

– 8 –
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4 D = 1: a warm-up exercise

In order to get acquainted with the formalism in a simple context, we start by considering

the one-dimensional case.

In D = 1 there is no physical gravity and the only invariant action that can be

constructed is of the form

S1D [e] = g

∫
M1

e (4.1)

where e is the einbein times a constant g (which might be viewed as a cosmological con-

stant). The generalization to multi-einbein is straighforward, but rather trivial since we

can have

S1D [{eI}] =
∑
I

gI

∫
M1

eI . (4.2)

Here we have introduced multiple einbeins each with its own coupling constant gI in the

same spirit as for multigravity. However, there is no possibile interaction term without

derivatives that can be added. So, there is no generalization along the lines of the multi-

gravity. On the contrary, one-dimensional supergravity requires an integral over a super-

manifold which has one bosonic coordinate and one fermionic coordinate and that allows

us to construct non-trivial interaction terms. First we discuss pure supergravity, then we

discuss its multimetric extension.

The supergravity is described by means of a supervielbein EA decomposed into

Et = Etx(x, θ)dx+ Etθ(x, θ)dθ , Eη = Eηx(x, θ)dx+ Eηθ (x, θ)dθ , (4.3)

where Etx(x, θ), Etθ(x, θ), E
η
x(x, θ) and Eηθ (x, θ) are superfields of the coordinates (x, θ). We

denote by t, η the flat indices. The superfields can be cast into a supermatrix of the form

E =

(
Etx(x, θ) Etθ(x, θ)

Eηx(x, θ) Eηθ (x, θ)

)
. (4.4)

As is well-known, one-dimensional gravity has no propagating degrees of freedom while

2-forms and higher forms vanish. In the case of supergravity, due to the fermionic one-

form, there are non-vanishing two-forms, such as dθ ∧ dθ. In addition, we note that there

are too many superfields to describe the “physical” degrees of freedom for one-dimensional

supergravity. The latter are the einbein and the gravitino and can be described by a single

superfield Ẽ = e(x) + iθψ(x). To reduce the number of independent superfields we impose

some constraints. They are the usual torsionless constraints of the form

dEt = −iEη ∧ Eη, dEη = 0 . (4.5)

Solving these constraints one gets

Et = (Eηθ )2(dx− iθdθ) + dK , Eη = Eηθ dθ + iDEη
θ (dx− iθdθ) , (4.6)

where dx − iθdθ is the super-line element (a.k.a. flat super-vielbein) and D = ∂θ + iθ∂x
satisfies D2 = 1

2{D,D} = i∂x. K is an unessential exact term, which can be gauged away
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by a Lorentz transformation. Note that the supervielbeins Eτ and Eη depend upon a

single superfield Eηθ whose components are to be identified with the einbein and with the

gravitino. To better achieve such identification, one might set Ẽ = (Eηθ )2 and change the

coefficients of Eη accordingly. (For further details see [52] and references therein.)

In terms of these ingredients, we can easily construct a quantity which is invariant

under super-diffeomorphisms on the superline (parametrized by (x, θ)) by using the integral

forms. Being the supermanifold a (1|1)-manifold, we consider the integral

S1D [E] =

∫
M(1|1)

Etδ(Eη) . (4.7)

The (1|1)-integral form Etδ(Eη) is closed, since d
(
Etδ(Eη)

)
= −iEη ∧ Eηδ(Eη) = 0 (be-

cause of the distributional law xδ(x) = 0). It is not exact and it is gauge invariant. This

can be checked by performing a variation with the transformation law

δEA = ∇AΛ + EBLB
A, (4.8)

where Λ(x, θ) is a superfield which has the following expansion Λ = ξ(x) + iθε(x) where

ξ(x) is the local reparametrization parameter and ε(x) is the local supersymmetry param-

eter. The parameters LB
A are the local Lorentz transformation parameters L ∈ SL(1|1)

(subgroup of GL(1|1) which preserves the Berezinian).

By computing the integral of Etδ(Eη) we get∫
M(1|1)

Etδ(Eη) =

∫
M(1|1)

(Etxdx+ Etθdθ)δ(E
η
xdx+ Eηθ dθ)

=

∫
M(1|1)

(Etxdx+ Etθdθ)
1

Eηθ
δ

(
dθ +

Eηx
Eηθ

dx

)
=

∫
(x|θ)

(
Etx − Etθ

Eηx
Eηθ

)
Eηθ
−1

=

∫
(x|θ)

Sdet(E) , (4.9)

where Sdet(E) = (EtxE
η
θ − E

t
θE

η
x)/(Eηθ )2 is the Berezinian (super-determinant). The inte-

gral
∫

(x|θ) denotes the Lebesgue/Riemann integral over the coordinate x and the Berezin

integral over θ.

Using the superfield transformation (4.8), one can arrange EA to be triangular, setting

Eηx to zero. This simplifies the computation to∫
M(1|1)

Etδ(Eη) =

∫
(x|θ)

Etx(Eηθ )−1 =

∫
x
(Eηθ,0E

t
x,1 − Etx,0E

η
θ,1)(Eηθ,0)−2, (4.10)

where the integration on θ has been performed. The expressions Etx,0, E
t
x,1 are the first and

the second component of the superfield Etx(x, θ) and equivalently Eηθ,0, Eηθ,1 for Eηθ . The

final expression turns out to be fermionic because of the peculiarity of the one-dimensonal

case. Since we do not assign any physical interpretation to the action (4.7) we do not worry

about this fact. We use it just for matter of illustration.

Let us now consider multiple supervielbeins EAI where I = 1, . . . , N . They have the

same structure as in (4.3),

EtI = (EI)
t
x(x, θ)dx+ (EI)

t
θ(x, θ)dθ , Eη

I = (EI)
η
x(x, θ)dx+ (EI)

η
θ(x, θ)dθ , (4.11)
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and for each of them we can derive the Berezinian Sdet(EI) satisfying all required proper-

ties. We have to recall that, even though there are several supervielbeins, there is only one

supergroup of diffeomorphisms leaving invariant the action, which is the diagonal one:

δEI
A = ∇AΛ + EI

BLB
A, (4.12)

where the parameters Λ and LB
A are in common to all EAI . Nonetheless, we can consider

a new invariant expression of the form

S1D [{EI}] =
∑
I

gI

∫
M(1|1)

EtIδ(E
η
I ) +

∑
I 6=J

λIJ
∫
M(1|1)

EtIδ(E
η
J) . (4.13)

The first term is the sum of N terms of the form (4.10). The couplings gI are constant and

they can be chosen independently. The second term mixes the different types of superviel-

beins and the constants λ IJ are taken to be generic. They parametrize the mixing of the

different supervielbeins. The computation of the first term gives the superdeterminant as

above, while the second term produces a new type of contribution:

S1D [{EI}] =
∑
I

gI

∫
(x|θ)

Sdet(EI)

+
∑
I 6=J

λIJ
∫

(x|θ)

(
(EI)

t
x(EJ)ηθ − (EI)

t
θ(EJ)ηx

)(
(EJ)ηθ

)−2
. (4.14)

The expression in the second term is not symmetric in I and J . The remaining integrals

are the Lebesgue-Riemann integral over x and the Berezin integral over θ. Using local

Lorentz symmetry LB
A one can set a single superfield to a diagonal form, which slightly

simplifies the computation. The second term is a generalization of the superdeterminant

of the first term. It is just a matter of patience to compute the superfield expansion of the

second term to display all couplings between the vielbeins and the gravitinos with different

flavours.

In order to bring all computations to the final step, we analyze the case of two su-

pervielbeins, EA and FA, in some detail. With these superfields we can construct the

following action

S1D [E,F ] = g1

∫
Etδ(Eη) + g2

∫
F tδ(F η) + λ(1|0)

∫
F tδ(Eη) + λ(0|1)

∫
Etδ(F η) . (4.15)

We impose on both supervielbeins the conventional constraints, for which we have the

explicit solution{
Et = E2(dx− iθdθ) ,
Eη = Edθ + iDE(dx− iθdθ) = (E − θ∂θE)dθ + (i∂θE − θ∂xE)dx ,{
F t = F 2(dx− idθθ) ,
F η = (F − θ∂θF )dθ + (i∂θF − θ∂xF )dx .

(4.16)
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Where D is the already introduced supersymmetric derivative D = ∂θ + iθ∂x, E and F are

superfields. We now write

E(x, θ) = e(x) + iθψ(x) , F (x, θ) = f(x) + iθφ(x) . (4.17)

In terms of these component fields, the supervielbeins are given by

Etx = e2 + 2iθeψ , Et
θ = −iθe2, Eηx = −ψ − θ∂xe , Eη

θ = e , (4.18)

and analogously for F , with e↔ f , ψ ↔ φ. There are only two independent terms in the

action that we must calculate, since the others can be obtained by the substitution above:

Etδ(Eη) =
EtxE

η
θ − E

t
θE

η
x

(Eηθ )2
=
e3 + iθe2ψ

e2
, (4.19)

Etδ(F η) =
EtxF

η
θ − F

η
xEtθ

(F ηθ )2
=
e2f + iθ(2eψf − e2φ)

f2
. (4.20)

Berezin integration gives us the action on the line in terms of component fields:

− iS [E,F ] = g1

∫
ψdx+ g2

∫
φdx+ λ(0|1)

∫ (
2eψ

f
− e2φ

f2

)
dx+ λ(1|0)

∫ (
2fφ

e
− f2ψ

e2

)
dx .

(4.21)

From the resulting equations of motion for the gravitini one can deduce that the einbeins

are to be proportional, which implies one relation for the free parameters of the theory.

The equations for the frame fields, on the other hand, imply proportionality of the gravitini

with no additional conditions on the parameters. The solutions to the field equations can

be explicitly computed and read

F t = x2Et, F η = xEη. (4.22)

5 D = 2

The first non-trivial example from the bosonic point of view is two-dimensional multigrav-

ity, whose action is

S2D [{eI}] =
∑
I

gI

∫
M2

εabR
ab
I +

∑
IJ

T IJ
∫
M2

εab e
a
I ∧ ebJ . (5.1)

Formally, the spectrum comprises a single massless graviton and N − 1 massive gravitons;

however, in D = 2 none of them carries propagating degrees of freedom (without coupling to

matter). The present model is anyway instructive for us since its supersymmetric extension

displays in nuce several features of its higher-dimensional counterparts. We assume that

the vielbeins respect the symmetricity condition

eaI ∧ ebJηab = 0 , (5.2)

and that the coupling constants T IJ satisfy the constraints required to ensure the absence

of the BD ghost [29].
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In order to construct an action for N = (1, 1) supergravity, we have to promote again

the vielbeins to super-vielbeins, according to the general procedure given in section 3.1. The

supergravity multiplet comprises the fields (e a
m , ψ

α
m , A) which correspond to the graviton,

the gravitino and an auxiliary field. To express the vielbeins in terms of the physical fields,

we have to impose the conventional constraints. We will consider the supergravity model

of Howe [53], for which one finds, in the Wess-Zumino gauge [54] defined by

θαEmα = 0 , θαEµα = θµ, (5.3)

the following component expansion:

E a
m = e a

m + 2i(θγaψm) + (Ae a
m)
θ2

2
,

E α
m = ψαm −

1

2
ω̂m(θγ3)α +

i

2
A(θγm)α −

(
3

2
Aψαm + i(σ̂γmγ

3)α
)
θ2

2
,

E a
µ = i(θγa)µ ,

E α
µ = δαµ

(
1− 1

2
A

)
θ2

2
, (5.4)

where ω̂a = ωa − iεbc(ψcγaψb) is the covariant form of the spin connection and ωa =

εmn∂me
a
n, while σ̂µ = εnmDmψn,µ + iA(γ3ψ)µ.

To perform the extension to multi-supergravity, we consider again multi-vielbeins and

write the corresponding interaction potential as follows

Sλ [{EI}] =
∑

(IJ)(KL)

λ(IJ)(KL)

∫
M(2|2)

EaI ∧ EbJ εba δ(EαK)δ(EβL) εβα . (5.5)

The integral is performed on the supermanifold and the combination appearing in the

integral is a (2|2)-integral form.

Let us stress once more that, as for the bosonic setting, additional conditions on the

coefficients λ(IJ)(KL) may be required to ensure consistency of the theory. We leave a closer

scrutiny of this point to future work.

To compute the integral over the dθ’s one needs in general the following expansion of

the fermionic vielbein:

δ(EαK)δ(EβL)εβα = δ(dxmEαK,m+ dθµEαK,µ)δ(dxnEβL,n+ dθνEβL,ν)εβα

= δ
((
dθµ+ dxmEβK,m(EK)−1µ

β

)
EαK,µ

)
δ
((
dθν+ dxnEγL,n(EL)−1ν

γ

)
EβL,ν

)
εβα

=
δ
(
dθµ+ dxmEK,m

α(EK)−1µ
α

)
δ
(
dθν+ dxnEL, n

β(EK)−1ν
β

)
ενµ

ενµEαK,µE
β
L,νεβα

. (5.6)

For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves again to the case of two supervielbeins

denoted as

EA1 ≡ EA, EA2 ≡ FA. (5.7)
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By simple inspection, we see that there are 9 independent couplings of the form

L1 = λ(11)(11)Ea ∧ Eb εbaδ(Eα)δ(Eβ)εβα ,

L2 = λ(11)(12)Ea ∧ Eb εbaδ(Eα)δ(F β)εβα ,

L3 = λ(11)(22)Ea ∧ Eb εbaδ(Fα)δ(F β)εβα , (5.8)

L4 = λ(12)(11)Ea ∧ F b εbaδ(Eα)δ(Eβ)εβα ,

L5 = λ(12)(12)Ea ∧ F b εbaδ(Eα)δ(F β)εβα .

(All other couplings obtain by exchanging E ↔ F .) It is useful to highlight a few funda-

mental building blocks

(M1)am =
(
Eam − Eαm(E)−1µ

α Eaµ
)
, (M3)am =

(
Eam − Eαm(F )−1µ

α F aµ
)
, (5.9)

(M2)am =
(
F am − Fαm(F )−1µ

α F aµ
)
, (M4)am =

(
F am − Fαm(E)−1µ

α Eaµ
)
, (5.10)

in terms of which the generic vertex will have the form

V ∼ εnm(Mi)m
a(Mj)n

bεba
ενµEIµαEJνβεβα

. (5.11)

It is important to stress that in our context we cannot impose the WZ gauge on both viel-

beins, since the interaction term explicitly breaks the two separate superdiffeomorphism

and local Lorentz invariances of the kinetic sector to the single diagonal one. As a con-

sequence, one can impose the WZ gauge only on one of the two supervielbeins. (This is

actually crucial in 4D, since in that case the massive multiplets have a different field content

than the massless ones, see appendix A.2.) However, it may still be of interest to consider

a partial component expansion of the two vielbeins, as if the WZ gauge could be imposed

on both. In this fashion it will be possible to write explicitly at least part of the couplings

among the component fields of the resulting theory, with the proviso that the correspond-

ing Lagrangian would not be the complete one and that additional contributions should be

also included, to be determined by the explicit solution of the conventional constraints.

Keeping this caveat in mind, we can resort to (5.3) and see that it fixes the θ = 0

component of Eαµ . We must then in this partial analysis consider the vertices which have

in the denominator only the first vielbein: the others will not admit such an easy splitting

into a WZ part plus a correction term. We will denote the multiplet described by EM
A

by (em
a, ψm

α, A) and the one described by FM
A by (fm

a, φm
a, B). Let us now turn to

the explicit evaluation of the vertices in terms of (part of the) component fields: after

integrating out the δ(dθ) they take the form

V(11|11) =
εnm(M1)m

a(M1)n
bεba

ενµEαµE
β
ν εβα

, V(11|12) =
εnm(M1)m

a(M3)n
bεba

ενµEαµE
β
ν εβα

, (5.12)

V(22|11) =
εnm(M4)m

a(M4)n
bεba

ενµEαµE
β
ν εβα

, V(12|11) =
εnm(M1)m

a(M4)n
bεba

ενµEαµE
β
ν εβα

. (5.13)
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Then, using the expansion in components (5.4) and integrating out the θ-coordinates, we

arrive at the x-space Lagrangian density terms

L(11|11) =
[
eA+ εmn(ψmγ

3ψn)
]
, (5.14)

L(11|12) =

[
e

2
(3A+B)− 1

2
B∆ + 2εmn(ψmγ

3ψn)− εmn(ψmγ
3φn)

]
, (5.15)

L(22|11) =
[
f(2B +A)−A∆

]
+ εmn(ψmγ

3ψn + 4φmγ
3φn − 4ψmγ

3φn) , (5.16)

L(12|11) =
1

2
(A−B)∆ +Ae+ 2εmn(ψmγ

3φn)− εmn(ψmγ
3ψn) , (5.17)

where we have defined ∆ ≡ eamf
b
nεabε

mn. We can also introduce the gravitino one-form

ψ ≡ ψmdxm, and write this part of the action in a more compact notation:

S
(WZ)
λ =

∫
M
β(11|11)

[
ea ∧ ebεab + ψ ∧ γ3ψ

]
+ β(11|22)

{
1

2

[
(3A+B)ea ∧ eb −Bea ∧ f b

]
εab + 2ψ ∧ γ3ψ − ψ ∧ γ3φ

}
+ β(22|11)

{[
fa ∧ f b(2B +A)−Afa ∧ eb

]
εab + ψ ∧ γ3ψ + 4φ ∧ γ3φ− 4ψ ∧ γ3φ

}
+ β(12|11)

{[
1

2
(A−B)ea ∧ f b +Aea ∧ eb

]
εab + 2ψ ∧ γ3φ− ψ ∧ γ3ψ

}
. (5.18)

To reiterate, let us stress again that this is not the full potential, but only the part which

can be evaluated from the component expansion of the superfields in a would-be double

WZ gauge, which one is not actually allowed to impose in this context.

6 D = 3

Spectrum and superfields. Before discussing the action and the interaction terms it is

convenient to discuss the structure of the D = 3, N = 1 supergravity in superspace. The

supervielbeins EM
A (or their inverses EA

M ) are the fundamental fields of supergravity.

However, they contain too many independent components. In D = 3, differently from

the two-dimensional case, the massive multiplet propagates. It is then meaningful, before

displaying the action in this case, to proceed with a counting of the degrees of freedom, so

as to have an idea of how they are organized. The counting goes as follows: the indices A

and M run over 5 values each (3 for the bosonic indices and 2 for the fermionic ones), and

we have to multiply them by the number of component fields:

EM
A(x, θ) = EM

A(x) + θµEµM
A(x) +

θ2

2
ÊM

A(x) . (6.1)

Then we have 25×(2|2) = (50|50), where (50|50) denotes 50 bosonic degrees of freedom and

50 fermionic degrees of freedom encoded in EM
A(x), ÊM

A(x) and EµM
A(x), respectively.

In addition, we have to recall that we have to consider also the spin connection ωab of

SO(1, 2) which is a superfield with 3 × (2|2) = (6|6) dof’s. In terms of these superfields,

we construct the supertorsion TA and the curvature of the spin-connection Rab, whose
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component expansions look

T a = Eb ∧ Ec Tcba + Eβ ∧ Ec Tcβa + Eβ ∧ Eγ Tγβa,
Tα = Eb ∧ Ec Tcbα + Eβ ∧ Ec Tcβα + Eβ ∧ Eγ Tγβα,
Rb

a = Ec ∧ EdRcd,ba + Eγ ∧ EdRdγ,ba + Eγ ∧ Eδ Rδγ,ba, (6.2)

while in terms of the supervielbeins they can be written as follows:

T a = dEa + Eb ∧ ωba, Tα = dEα + Eβ ∧ ωβα, Rb
a = dωb

a + ωb
c ∧ ωca. (6.3)

Imposing the constraints one obtains

Tαβ
a = 2i(γa)αβ , Tβγ

α = 0 , Rγδ,b
a = 0 , (6.4)

where we have set to a constant (the last two are set to zero) all torsion components along

the fermionic directions. The last condition can be substituted by Tbc
a = 0.

The above conditions imply that the anticommutator of the superderivatives ∇α equals

the flat case {∇α,∇β} = 2i(γa)αβ∇a. As a consequence of these constraints the inverse

vielbein EMa and ωabc are expressed in terms of EMα and ωabα . As in the purely bosonic

setting, we would like to fix completely the spin-connection ωabα in terms of the remaining

vielbeins EMα . This can be achieved by imposing the further constraint

Tβc
a = 0 . (6.5)

Thus, we are left with the uncostrained superfield EMα , which has 5× 2× (2|2) = (20|20).

This superfield is subject to gauge transformations and Lorentz transformations

δEα
M = Eα

NDNK
M −KNDNEα

M − EαNKPTPN
M −K β

α Eβ
M , (6.6)

where KM and K β
α are superfields. They remove 5× (2|2) = (10|10) and 3× (2|2) = (6|6)

off-shell degrees of freedom. This means that using these gauge symmetries we can remove

(16|16) degrees of freedom from the uncostrained Eα
M , leaving (4|4) unfixed parameters.

These are indeed the off-shell degress of freedom for a massless gravity multiplet: 3 for the

graviton, 1 for an auxiliary field and 4 fermions of the gravitino. On-shell, the auxiliary

field is set to zero, the graviton is gauged away as well as the gravitinos. (See [33].)

As we discussed, when moving to multigravity, with supervielbeins EI,α
M , one cannot

use the gauge symmetries as above since they are broken to the diagonal subgroup. This

means that we can use the unbroken gauge symmetry for one of the supervielbeins, while

for the remaining ones we have to deal with all the components. Let us analyze in detail

how the degrees of freedom are organized for the other supervielbeins, for which we cannot

employ any gauge symmetries.

After imposing the conventional constraints, they have (20|20) unconstrained com-

ponents each. However, the breaking of one local Lorentz symmetry gives us 3 × (2|2)

constraints, while the breaking of one superdiffeomorphism group give us 5 × (2|2) con-

straints. (In the bosonic case, these would follow respectively from the symmetricity of the
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Einstein tensor in the anholonomic basis and from its associated Bianchi identity.) Thus we

end up as before with (4|4) off-shell degrees of freedom, but these cannot be gauged away.

In fact,they are organized differently with respect to the massless case, since the bosonic

dofs are 2 + 1 + 1 where the first 2 are the physical polarizations of the massive graviton,

one is the auxiliary field and the last one is the Boulware-Deser ghost. On the other side,

the massive Rarita-Schwinger equation does not halve the fermionic components which are

organized into a massive gravitino (2) and the two degrees of freedom of a scalar massive

superfields. The scalar multiplet is the BD supermultiplet that gets removed by choosing

a suitable interaction term.

Action. The action for multigravity in three dimensions is given by (2.1), with D = 3.

The spectrum comprises one massless graviton (which in D = 3 has no propagating degrees

of freedom) and N − 1 massive gravitons (which describe two degrees of freedom each).

Besides the kinetic terms, the relevant terms after supersymmetrization are contained

in the couplings among the different sectors encoded in the potential

Sλ [{EI}] =
N∑

I1I2I3I4I5=1

λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5)

∫
EaI1 ∧ E

b
I2 ∧ E

c
I3εcbaδ(E

α
I4) ∧ δ(EβI5)εβα . (6.7)

As already mentioned for the two-dimensional case, let us stress that additional couplings

enter the description, T I1I2I3 → λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5), since also the gravitinos might have different

couplings between different sectors.

We can simplify our expressions by observing that

δ(EαI )∧δ(EβJ )εβα= δ(dxmEαI,m+ dθµEαI,µ) ∧ δ(dxnEβJ,n+ dθνEαJ,ν)εβα (6.8)

=
1

ενµEαIµE
β
Jνεβα

δ
(
dθµ+dxmEβI,m(EI)

−1µ
β

)
∧δ
(
dθν+dxnEγJ,n(EJ)−1ν

γ

)
ενµ ,

so that inserting (6.8) into the action we get the following result (here we display only the

case when I4 = I5, for simplicity):

Sλ [{EI}] =

N∑
I1I2I3I4=1

λ(I1I2I3)(I4I4)

∫
εpnm

(
EaI1m − E

α
I4,m(EI4)−1µ

α EaI1,µ
)

×
(
EbI2n − E

β
I4,n

(EI4)−1 ν
β EbI2,ν

)(
EcI3p − E

γ
I4,p

(EI4)−1 ρ
γ EcI3,ρ

)
εcba

×
(

det(EI4)µα
)−1

d3xδ(dθα)δ(dθβ)εβα . (6.9)

This formula is the correct generalization of the bosonic formulas for the coupling between

the vielbeins. It remains to compute the Berezin integral by expanding the integrand to θ2.

For I4 6= I5, on the other hand, the expression must be symmetrized under the exchange

of I4 and I5 and it is convenient to introduce the following formulae

GaI,m(J,K) =
(
EαJ,m(EJ)−1, 1

α EaI,1 + EαK,m(EK)−1, 2
α EaI,2

)
,

H(J,K) = ενµEαJµE
β
Kνεβα , (6.10)
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then we have

Sλ [{EI}] =

N∑
I1I2I3I4I5=1

λ(I1I2I3)(I4I5)

∫
εpnm

(
EaI1m −G

a
I1,m(I4, I5)

)
×
(
EbI2n −G

b
I2,n(I4, I5)

)(
EcI3p −G

c
I3,p(I4, I5)

)
εcba

× 1

H(I4, I5)
d3xδ(dθα)δ(dθβ) εβα . (6.11)

It reduces to the above expression when I4 = I5. The integral over the Grassman coordi-

nates θµ can be easily performed by expanding the integrand to the power θ2. The integral

of δ(dθ) can be straightforwardly done.

7 D = 4

Now we move to four-dimensional case. In this dimension we have to face a different

problem due to chirality. The supervielbeins are decomposed into the vector and the

spinorial components as follows

EA = (Eαα̇, Eα, Ēα̇) , (7.1)

where the indices α and α̇ run over α = 1, 2 and α̇ = 1, 2. We also use the notation

a = (α, α̇). The three types of integral forms which are relevant in the present context

are the (4|2, 2)-integral form (where (2, 2) stands for the non-chiral representation) and the

two chiral integral forms (4|2, 0) and (4|0, 2). In terms of these ingredients we have

S(4|2,2) =

∫
Ω(SM)

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Eα) ∧ δ(Eβ)εβαδ(Ē
α̇) ∧ δ(Ēβ̇)εβ̇α̇

=

∫
SM

Sdet(E) . (7.2)

After a very lengthy computation it can be shown that S(4|2,2) contains the Hilbert-Einstein

term, the Rarita-Schwinger term and the auxiliary fields. Integrating over the Grassmann

variables leads to second derivatives of the Lagrangian. On the other side to construct the

cosmological terms we need the chiral volume forms

S(4|2,0) =

∫
Ω(SM)c

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Eα) ∧ δ(Eβ)εβα ,

S(4|0,2) =

∫
Ω(SM)c

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Ēα̇) ∧ δ(Ēβ̇)εβ̇α̇ . (7.3)

The bosonic vielbiens Ea, which, in principle, are not chiral, are taken as Ea(xm, θµ, 0) for

the chiral measure and Ea(xm, 0, θ̄µ̇) for the anti-chiral. The notation Ω(SM)c indicates

that we consider the supermanifold with θµ = 0 or θ̄µ̇ = 0. This can also be achieved, in

the language of integral forms, by integrating over the full supermanifold with the following
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integral forms

S(4|2,0) =

∫
Ω(SM)

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Eα) ∧ δ(Eβ)εβα ∧ Y(0|0,2),

S(4|0,2) =

∫
Ω(SM)

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Ēα̇) ∧ δ(Ēβ̇)εβ̇α̇ ∧ Y(0|2,0), (7.4)

where the operators

Y(0|0,2) = θ̄µ̇θ̄ν̇εν̇µ̇δ(dθ̄
ρ̇)δ(dθ̄σ̇)εσ̇ρ̇ , Y(0|2,0) = θµθνενµδ(dθ

ρ)δ(dθσ)εσρ , (7.5)

are known as PCO (Picture Changing Operators) and they project the volume form on the

chiral subspace. They are closed and invariant.2

The functionals (7.4) are not separately real, but only a combination of them is. Inte-

grating only on the chiral subspace, at the bosonic level leads to cosmological terms. There-

fore, the generalization to multi-supervielbeins is straightforward. We promote EA → EAI
with I = 1, . . . , N and therefore the new interactions terms are given by

S(4|2,0) =
∑

H,I,J,K,L,M

λ(HIJK)(LM)

∫
Ω(SM)c

EaH∧EbI∧EcJ∧EdKεdcbaδ(EαL)∧δ(EβM )εβα (7.6)

together with the corresponding expression for S(4|0,2). As already mentioned, the couplings

λ(IJLK)(LM) are to satisfy (at least) the conditions ensuring consistency of the correspond-

ing bosonic theory [29].

Reading off the couplings among physical fields from the full action,

S4D [{EI}] = S(4|2,2) + S(4|2,0) + S(4|0,2) , (7.7)

is rather cumbersome, but in principle it can be done by the usual means, fixing the

Wess-Zumino gauge for a single combination of supervielbeins and expanding the rest in

components. We would like to mention that in the four-dimensional case, one can solve

the supergravity constraints selecting a single prepotential (see for example [33])

Hαα̇ = Aαα̇ + θβχβαα̇ + θ̄β̇χ̄β̇αα̇ + θ2Bαα̇ + θ̄2B̄αα̇ + θβ θ̄β̇gβ̇βαα̇ + . . . , (7.8)

where the lower components are absent in the Wess-Zumino gauge, but they play a fun-

damental role in completing the supermultiplets of the massive gravitons and gravitinos.

The higher components provide the usual gravitinos together with some auxiliary fields.

We postpone such a complete analysis to a forthcoming paper.

8 Outlook

In this work we proposed supersymmetric extensions of multimetric theories of gravity in

D = 1, 2, 3 and 4 exploiting integral multiform calculus.

2A chiral superfield Φ in the curved superspace is defined with respect to the chiral measure as follows

Ea ∧ Eb ∧ Ec ∧ Ed εdcbaδ(Eα) ∧ δ(Eβ)εβα ∧ dΦ = 0.
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Consistency of the construction is suggested on the basis of the correspondence of our

bosonic sectors with those of standard multimetric gravities, also taking into account the

on-shell conditions enforced by the Bianchi identities satisfied by the supergravity kinetic

terms. On the other hand, a more detailed analysis of the conditions to be imposed on our

tensor couplings, possibly to be achieved by performing the component expansion of our

Lagrangians, is certainly due and is left to future work.

One issue in this regard concerns selecting a proper set of superspace constraints to be

imposed on our superfields. Conventional constraints represent the standard option, though

possibly not the only one. Alternative sets of superspace constraints may be consistently

enforced and possibly be better suited to the structure of the corresponding models.

Concerning additional directions for further investigations, it would be interesting to

explore whether partly massless multimetric theories [55] may be embedded in a supersym-

metric context along the lines that we presented in this work. Moreover, it is tantalizing

to envisage the possibility of implementing new mechanisms for supersymmetry breaking

within the framework of the super-multigravity theories here constructed.
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A Super multi-Maxwell theory

A.1 D = 3

In the present appendix we discuss a simple example so as to clarify some details of the

supergravity construction. For that we consider the following setup: two gauge supermul-

tiplets in the superfield formalism in D = 3. A gauge supermultiplet is described by a

superfield of the following form

A = Aa(x, θ)Π
a +Aα(x, θ)ψα, (A.1)

where Aa(x, θ), Aα(x, θ) are themselves superfields and EA = (Πa, ψα) =
(
dxa + i

2θγ
adθ,

dθα
)
. The relation between spinorial indices and vectorial indices is the usual one: Aαβ =

γaαβAa. We compute the field strength and we get

F = ∂aAbΠ
a ∧Πb + (DαAb − ∂bAα)ψα ∧Πa +

(
DαAβ +

i

2
γaαβAa

)
ψα ∧ ψβ , (A.2)

where we used the covariant expressions EA = (Πa, ψα) and the covariant derivatives

(∂a, Dα). The field strength F satisfies the Bianchi identities. Imposing the conventional
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constraints (to reduce the number of independent components)

Fαβ =

(
D(αAβ) +

i

2
γaαβAa

)
= 0 (A.3)

one relates the vectorial part of the connection to the spinorial part. The connection is

defined up to the gauge transformations

δAα = DαΦ(x, θ) =⇒ δAa = ∂aΦ(x, θ) . (A.4)

The Bianchi identities are gauge invariant (in the abelian case, and gauge covariant in the

non-abelian case), but imposing the conventional constraint (A.3), they lead to

Faα = γaαβW
β , DαWα = 0 ,

Fab =
1

4
(γab)

α
βDαW

β , DαFab = (γ[a∂b]W )α , (A.5)

where Wα is the spinorial field strength (whose first component is the gluino field) and

it can be written in terms of the spinorial connection Aα as Wα = DβDαAβ . Gauge

invariance follows from the identity DβDαDβ = 0.

Using the gauge symmetry one can impose the WZ gauge:

θαAα(x, θ) = 0 . (A.6)

By decomposing the spinorial connection Aα = ωα(x) + aαβ(x)θβ + λα(x) θ
2

2 (which counts

(4|4) components) and by also decomposing the gauge parameter Φ(x, θ) = φ+ηαθ
α+σ θ

2

2 ,

we have the gauge transformations

δωα = ηα , δaαβ = γaαβ∂aφ+ εαβσ , δλα = −1

2
(γa)βα∂aηβ , (A.7)

which can be used to impose (A.6) leading to

ωα = 0 , εαβaαβ = 0 , (A.8)

and the bosonic gauge symmetry parametrized by φ. The remaining physical degrees of

freedom are a(αβ) and λα. In terms of gauge invariant quantities, the action for a single

gauge supermultiplet is

S = f

∫
Wαε

αβWβ (A.9)

where f is the coupling constant and the integral is performed over the superspace. One

may even add a Chern-Simons term.

Now we would like to consider several gauge multiplets of the type discussed above

and construct a massive extension of the corresponding theory in the spirit of what we

did in the main body of the paper. To this end, let us consider the specific case of two

gauge multiplets W I
α with I = (1, 2), to begin with without imposing the WZ condition,

but still enforcing the conventional constraints F Iαβ = 0 for each multiplet. The solution of
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the Bianchi identities leads to W I
α = DβDαA

I
β which are gauge invariant under separate

gauge symmetries δAIα = DαΦI . We consider the following action:

S =
2∑
I=1

fI

∫
W I
αε
αβW I

β +m2

∫
(A1 −A2)α ε

αβ (A1 −A2)β , (A.10)

where to the gauge invariant kinetic terms we added a non-derivative mass term for the

combination (A1 −A2)α. The latter explicitly breaks the gauge symmetry to the diagonal

combination Φ = Φ1 = Φ2. The equations of motion are

DαDβW
1
α +m2(A1 −A2)β = 0 , DαDβW

2
α −m2(A1 −A2)β = 0 . (A.11)

Since these equations are linear in the gauge fields, it is easy to construct the massive and

massless combinations. Let us stress that in the case of non-abelian fields there is no way

to have a basis where both the mass term and the interactions are diagonal. Morevoer, it

is clear that we can impose only one WZ condition, e.g.

θα(A1 +A2)α = 0 . (A.12)

Let us make some comments. In the multiplets AIα we have several components, namely

AIα = ωIα(x) + aIαβ(x)θβ + λIα(x)
θ2

2
, (A.13)

with (4|4) × 2 overall components. The WZ condition (A.12) deletes the components ω+
α

and a+
αβε

αβ . Then, we are left with λ−α and a−αβε
αβ and with the other components αI(αβ)

and λIα. The counting of degrees of freedom goes as follows: we have (2|2) dof’s (recalling

that the WZ gauge for the “+” combination does not constrain the conventional Maxwell

gauge symmetry) and (4|4) dof’s for the “−” combination. This implies that we have the

correct degrees of freedom for a massless and a massive multiplet. Indeed by analyzing in

detail the mass term we see that for the bosonic component we have only the two terms

Smass/bos = m2

∫
d3x
(
a−(αβ)a−(αβ) + a−[αβ]a−[αβ]

)
. (A.14)

The first one is responsible for giving a mass to the combination a−(αβ), while the second

term implies an algebraic equation of motion (the kinetic terms, being gauge invariant, do

not have any term depending on the antisymmetric part of aαβ) and it yields a−[αβ] = 0. So,

the additional degrees of freedom for the massive combination come from the symmetric

components of a−(αβ) since the gauge symmetry is absent, and the mass term implies that

the connection is divergenceless. Therefore, on-shell we have one degree of freedom coming

from the massless gauge field a+
(αβ) and two degrees of freedom from the massive one.

In order to respect supersymmetry we must have the corresponding fermions. For that

we have one degree of freedom from λ+
α (on-shell) and two degrees of freedom from ω−α and

λ−α for the massive multiplet. It is instructive the show how the action describes them. By

computing the Lagrangian we have

Lferm =
1

2
(λ1+ 6∂ω1)T 6∂(λ1+ 6∂ω1)

+
1

2
(λ2+ 6∂ω2)T 6∂(λ2+ 6∂ω2) +m2(ω1 − ω2)T (λ1 − λ2) (A.15)
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By using the gauge symmetry we set ω1
α = 0 and we define λ̂2 = (λ2+ 6∂ω2). That leads to

Lferm =
1

2
(λ1+ 6∂ω1)T 6∂(λ1+ 6∂ω1)

+
1

2
(λ̂2)T 6∂(λ̂2)−m2(ω2)T (λ1 − λ̂2)−m2(ω2)T 6∂ω2 (A.16)

By computing the equations of motion, we get

6∂λ1 +m2ω2 = 0 , 6∂λ̂2 −m2ω2 = 0 , 6∂ω2 +
1

2
(λ1 − λ̂2) = 0 (A.17)

and finally by diagonalizing the mass eigenstates, we get

6∂(λ1 + λ̂2) = 0 ,
1

2
6∂(λ1 − λ̂2) +m2ω2 = 0 , 6∂ω2 +

1

2
(λ1 − λ̂2) = 0 , (A.18)

where the “+” combination appears to be massless and the “−” combination the massive

ones. This confirms that at the level of equations of motion we have the correct mass

spectrum.

A.2 D = 4

Let us consider the four-dimensional case. Our gauge connection is now decomposed into

the following pieces

A = AaΠ
a +Aαψ

α +Aα̇ψ̄
α̇, (A.19)

where Aa, Aα, Aα̇ are superfields. Computing the field strength we have several terms

F = FabΠ
a ∧Πb + FaβΠa ∧ ψβ + Faβ̇Πa ∧ ψ̄β̇

+ Fαβψ
α ∧ ψβ + Fαβ̇ψ

α ∧ ψ̄β̇ + Fα̇βψ̄
α̇ ∧ ψβ + Fα̇β̇ψ̄

α̇ ∧ ψ̄β̇ (A.20)

and, of course, they satisfy the Bianchi identities (see e.g. [35]). By imposing the conven-

tional constraints

Fαβ = Fαβ̇ = Fα̇β = Fα̇β̇ = 0 , (A.21)

we can solve the Bianchi identities as follows

Faβ = γaββ̇W̄
β̇ , Faβ̇ = γaββ̇W

β , (A.22)

with the constraints

D̄α̇W
β = 0 , DαW̄

β̇ = 0 , DαWα − D̄α̇W̄
α̇ = 0 . (A.23)

The superfields Wα and W̄ α̇ are chiral and anti-chiral, respectively. The constraints (A.23)

are solved by the equations

Wα = D̄2DαV, W̄ α̇ = D2D̄α̇V, (A.24)

where V is a real unconstrained superfield. The components of V are

V (x, θ, θ̄) = C+θαχα+χ̄α̇θ̄
α̇+Mθ2+M̄ θ̄2+θαaαα̇θ̄

α̇+θαθ̄2λα+λ̄α̇θ̄
α̇θ2+Dθ2θ̄2. (A.25)
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The prepotential V is defined up to gauge symmetries δV = Λ + Λ̄, where Λ and Λ̄ are

a chiral and an antichiral superfields. Using the gauge symmetries, one can remove the

lowest components (C,χα, χ̄α̇,M, M̄) putting the superfield in the Wess-Zumino gauge.

The remaining components (aαα̇, λα, λ̄α̇, D) are the physical fields. Now, we consider two

gauge prepotentials V I with I = 1, 2 and we write the following action

S4D =
∑
I

fI

∫
d4xd2θd2θ̄(DαV ID̄2DαV

I + D̄α̇V
ID2D̄α̇V I)

+m2

∫
d4xd2θd2θ̄(V 1 − V 2)2. (A.26)

The first line is gauge invariant under both gauge symmetries δV I = ΛI+Λ̄I while the mass

term is invariant only under the diagonal subgroup. The action simulates the multigravity

action where the mass term has no derivative couplings. However, by studying the mass

term it is easy to show how the additional degrees of freedom enter the game. We can

choose the WZ gauge for the combination V + since we are left with only the diagonal

subgroup. Therefore, from the mass term one gets the additional propagating degrees of

freedom (namely, C,χα, χ̄α̇). On-shell, the degrees of freedom coincide with a massless

supermultiplet and a massive supermultiplet. It is interesting to note that in D = 3 there

are no derivatives in the mass term, since we do not wish the additional scalar field a−[αβ]

to propagate. The missing degree of freedom for the massive multiplet is contained in the

symmetric part a−(αβ). On the other hand, in D = 4, we do need the additional scalar

propagating degree of freedom, and indeed the mass term contains the kinetic term for it.
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